MODULAR CONSTRUCTION AND COVID-19

Matching Needs and Solutions

Communities and businesses across Canada and around the world are being faced daily with the evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic and the uncertainty of what the next weeks and months look like.

One thing is certain: The pandemic has, and will continue to, put a tremendous strain on the infrastructure needs in our communities. In our country.

We’re here to help.

Whether you need quick response portable modular units for housing, to set up temporary healthcare, including critical/intensive care units, isolation units, or other types of infrastructure, Horizon North is ready to mobilize our inventory to address your requirements.

Spectrum of Solutions

Immediate Response – We have modules and related infrastructure in our inventories ready to be re-purposed for your requirements. From portable classrooms to other forms of office and hotel modules, we are prepared to deploy this inventory on short notice and convert them to address your use.

Medium Term Needs – We have a myriad of approved building designs available that can be built in one of our three manufacturing facilities in a short period of time – as little as 3 months.

Longer Term Needs – The COVID-19 pandemic has identified the need to build for the future. Emergency response planning includes having the appropriate supportive infrastructure available when it is needed. Horizon North can work with organizations and communities on design/build projects that enable future preparedness.

View a modular build:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maLxXdERWGw
Available Services

In addition to our inventory, for immediate response needs we are capable of providing transportation and logistics, installation and commissioning, and ongoing support for your modules as long as you require them.

For medium term and longer term needs, we offer full design-build services with a single point of contact from start to finish of a project. Included in our self-performing capabilities are:

- Project management
- Design and engineering
- Manufacturing
- Transportation and logistics
- Installation and commissioning

Let Us Know How We Can Help

There are many ways we can assist right now, and we are ready, willing and able with our three manufacturing facilities across Canada. We’re here to help. No matter what

Reach out to us on our website at: http://www.horizonnorth.ca/modular-construction-covid-19/.

or

For more information contact: sales@horizonnorth.ca